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The Measurement of
Capital Aggregates:
A Postreswitching Problem
Murray Brown

7.1 Introduction
The problem of capital measurement is a postreswitching problem in
the sense that the literature that centered on reswitching and attendant
perversities contributed little to our knowledge of the conditions for capital aggregation. But it did serve to focus attention on the problem itself
-to motivate the inquiry by indicating in no uncertain terms that the
failure to satisfy certain aggregation conditions (namely, the Gorman
conditions) could lead to results qualitatively different from those one
would expect from the so-called neoclassical parables (those based on
aggregate neoclassical production specifications). There is now a considerable consensus on this point, and so the inquiry must proceed beyond reswitching into more detailed and empirically oriented analyses
of capital aggregation. That is the principal concern of the present
paper. But before taking this up, it may be useful to give a brief review
of the reswitching phenomenon. Its implications, presented after the
review, should be examined closely because they motivate further work
and also embody a critjque of what has been done using aggregate capital measures.
The misspecification that may result from using improper aggregates
is not negligible. It affects the empirical foundations of production and
distribution analyses (and all the spinoff implications these have for
pricing, productivity, etc.). It will not go away if we merely look it in
the eye and pass on, and hence it is bound to return in devilishly unpredictable forms to render those analyses unacceptable.
The body of this chapter is a critical examination of conditions that
must be satisfied for the empirical specification of capital aggregates at
Murray Brown is associated with the Department of Economics, State University of New York at Buffalo, Amherst campus.
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various levels of aggregation. Here one must turn away from the capitaltheoretic reswitching literature and look critically at the aggregation
conditions associated with functional form and relative prices, inter
alia. These include the Leontief-Solow conditions, Fisher’s aggregation
analysis, the Gorman conditions, the Houthakker-Sat0 approach, Hicksian composite commodity aggregation, the Brown-Chang conditions,
and the statistical case for production aggregation.
On the basis of this review, I feel that two recommendations can be
adequately defended. The first is addressed to the development of the
output, capital, and labor data used in production analysis. Since the
very existence of stable aggregates is questionable, one must at the
least suspend judgment on studies using such aggregates. It follows that
problems requiring aggregates must be treated in such a way that the
aggregates are justified empirically. To do that requires that sufficiently
disaggregated data be available upon which aggregation conditions can
be tested. Thus, the first recommendation is that these be made available to allow for such tests. For output and labor, the data requisite
can be reasonably satisfied; with respect to capital, it may be very
costly to develop sufficiently disaggregated data on the numerous physical capital items to allow for acceptably rigorous applications of the aggregation conditions. Of course there are many data, already developed,
that can be made available for aggregation analysis; where the confidentiality rule is not violated, they may be found useful to this end.
In view of the problem of the intractability of the data with respect
to capital, and in view of certain theoretical problems, the second recommendation concerns the kind of tests one can reasonably hope to apply.
I argue at some length below that composite commodity aggregation is
the approach that requires our attention at the moment. For the reasons,
I am afraid one has to read on.
7.2

A Brief Review of Reswitching and Capital Aggregation

The possibility of reswitching was originally discovered by Sraffa,
who published his results in 1960. Apparently, members of Sraffa’s
seminars at Cambridge University were aware of the phenomenon well
before the results appeared in print. In 1956 Joan Robinson published
a version of the reswitching phenomenon called the Ruth Cohen Curiosum. After Sraffa’s publication, Samuelson (1962) showed the conditions under which aggregate neoclassical analysis (parable) is possible;
these conditions assumed reswitching away. This was related to
Champernowne’s ( 1953-54) excellent treatment of chain indexation of
capital and since this was the first published demonstration of the reswitching difficulties encountered by aggregate neoclassical-type production analysis, we shall begin there.l
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Consider an economy in which two commodities are produced in
fixed proportions: a consumption good, say corn, produced by means
of labor and capital, and capital, produced by means of labor and itself.
There are many techniques, and each technique is associated with a
particular specification of the capital good. For n heterogeneous capital
goods (heterogeneous either in the physical sense as in Samuelson’s
model or in the sense of different lengths of time required in producing
particular capital as in Champernowne’s model), the technology of the
economy can be described by a book of “blueprints” that is simply a
set of the following technique matrixes:
Capital
Corn type P

Capital
Corn type a

n techniques
Let capital be infinitely durable.2 In a competitive equilibrium there are
zero profits and hence the value of the output must equal the cost of production :

+ r K l 0 ( a )PI (a)

(1)

POYO
= WoLo

(2)

Pl(cr) Y1(a) = WOLI

+ r K l l ( a ) pl(a>,

where Po = price of consumption goods,
P l ( a ) = price of capital (denoted by subscript 1) good type a,
Yo= output of consumption good,
Y l ( a ) = output of capital good (by subscript 1) type a,
r = rate of profit,
W,= nominal wage rate,
K l j ( a ) = amount of capital good type LY used in producing one
unit of good j , j = 0,1, and
Lj = amount of labor employed in producing one unit of
good j , j = o,l.
Dividing (1) and (2) by Yo and Y 1 ( a ) ,respectively, the price equations are obtained:
(3)

Po = U Z ~ W
+r, al, Pl(a)

(4)

P 1 ( a ) = allwo

+ r a11 P 1 ( a ) ,

where alj = L j / Y i and a l j= K l j / Y j ,j = o,l.
Therefore, for the particular technique matrix a, solving ( 3 ) and (4)
for the wage rate and capital price, both normalized by the consumption
good price, gives
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all

P1(a)/P, = (1 - allr) azo

+ aloallr

Note that, if m = alO’azO
-> 1, the consumption section is the more
adall
capital intensive, whereas if rn < 1, the capital sector is more capital intensive. One must keep that in mind for what is to follow.
Equation ( 5 ) is the well-known wage curve or wage-profit relationship; (6) relates relative prices to the profit rate. Much of the story
turns on the properties of these two equation^.^
Motivated by Joan Robinson, Champernowne (1953) tried to find a
unit in which capital goods can be measured such that the conventional
production function can be constructed and marginal productivity theory
can be preserved. To do this, he proposed the Divisia type of chain index. An example shows how the chain index of capital is found and
how the conventional production function emerges. In the model above,
assume that the economy’s technology consists of three techniques,
where each requires a different capital good.
~
the W,/P, - r relationship, and figures 7.lb, 7.lc,
Figure 7 . 1 depicts
and 7. Id show the price-profit rate relationships for each technique.
The intercepts of the wage curves on the ordinate are l / a l o ( a )for the
a technique, l/a2,(p) for the p technique, and l/a20(y) for the y
technique; on the abscissa, they are l / a l l ( a ) , l/all(p), and 1/al1(y).
The a technique is more capital intensive (higher all and lower U Z , coefficients) than the p technique, which in turn is more capital intensive
than the y technique. Except at the switch points, rl and r2, economywide forces will select that single technique that yields the highest real
wage rate for a given profit rate. Thus, in this simple example, a is selected from zero to rl profit rate, p from rl to r2, and y for r > r2.
Clearly, as r increases, capital intensity falls. And that is the “wellbehaved” case that underlies the aggregate neoclassical postulate.
When one compares ( 5 ) and (6) across techniques, one must take
care. It is meaningful to compare the W , / P , - r relations, but it is illegitimate to compare the price-profit equations across techniques in this
model. The basic reason is that W,/P, for techniques a, p, and y have
the same dimensions, while P1( a )/ P o , P I ( p )/ P o and P1(y ) / P o have
different dimension^.^
However, the ratios of the capital values in terms of the consumption
good at equal-profit points are comparable and this is what is required
for the chain index of capital. Their capital values in terms of the price
of the consumption good at r = rl where techniques a and p are equally
profitable can be obtained by substituting rI into their respective equa-
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tions ( 6 ) . Pairs of comparable ratios can be found, and, consequently,
a chain index of capital can be erected. Let the base of the index be the
real value of y equipment at r,, which can be derived from ( 1 1 and
(2) ; call it K ( y ). Suppose the ratio of capital costs

pj:)

2 KIj (PI /

1

2 K ~ j ( y ) of the p to the y technique at rz is 3 : 1, and that the
Po
ratio of the capital costs of the (Y to p technique at rl is 6 : 5. Then a
chain index of these three heterogeneous capital goods would be K ( y ) *
‘’(’)

6
( 1 : 3 : 3 - ). Thus, as the interest rate falls, the quantity of capital
5

rises. Champernowne is clearly able to arrange all the alternative techniques of production in a “chain” for some “predetermined” rates of
profit (chosen at equal-profit points). Different capitals are larger
than others in an unambiguous manner. The conventional production
function in which output is expressed as a unique relationship between
labor and capital (here representing quantities of different capitals) can
be traced out by parametric variations of the profit rates, and one can
go on to do straightforward marginal productivity theory.
Of course the example is a special one. Champernowne himself
showed that reswitching will destroy the whole sequence. For if the
same technique is selected at two different intervals of the profit rate or,
stated in another way, if a technique is equiprofitable to another technique at more than two given rates of profit, it is impossible to arrange
the alternative techniques in the way required by Champernowne’s chain
index. (In a different type of model, one can show that if more than
one [heterogeneous] capital good is allowed to be used in any technique matrix, then in general there is no way to find such a chain index.)
It is easy to see that reswitching prevents the unambiguous ordering
of techniques in terms of capital intensity and the profit rate. The
simplest way to show that is to focus on two techniques yielding the two
wage curves depicted in figure 7.2. For 0 < r < rlr technique a is
adopted; for rl < r < r2, technique p is the more profitable, and for

Fig. 7.2
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> t 2 , technique (Y comes back or reswitches. Since l / u l o ( a )>
l / u l o ( p )and l / u l l ( a ) > l/ull(p), as the profit rate rises monotonically from t = 0 the economy adopts the less capital-intensive technique;
but, as t continues to rise, there comes a point where it readopts the less
capital-intensive technique. That is one of the reasons Champernowne’s
index breaks down. Another difficulty-called capital reversal-results
when the wage frontier (the envelope of the wage curves) is concave
from below. But the reswitching phenomenon is enough to show us that
the chain index solution to the capital measurement problem is unacceptable. Note that the reason for the so-called perverse reswitching case
is that the coefficient ratio is not unity, or more generally that it is such
that it allows two intersections of the wage curves along the frontier.
Samuelson, in his well-known “surrogate production” model ( 19621,
defended aggregate neoclassical production theory. He compared the
simple heterogeneous capital model given above (which, as he said, is
more realistic) with the neoclassical smooth, malleable-capital model.
By a very special assumption that the W o / P o- r relation for each
technique is linear, the simple neoclassical malleable-capital model, in
which output and capital are “jelly,” can be a good approximation to
the more realistic heterogeneous capital model given above.
Suppose the economy’s technology implies the factor-price frontier
derived from the wage curves in figure 7.3. Each segment on the frontier
is associated with a specific method of production (and therefore a
specific capital good). By increasing the number of techniques, a continuous frontier is generated, and hence a continuous switch from one
technique to another will be expected as the rate of profit changes.
Samuelson then argues that a general good, K , called jelly, can be
found such that the factor price trade-off relation generated by the conventional neoclassical production function (with capital jelly as an inr

Fig. 7.3

The factor price frontier is the envelope of these wage
curves.
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put) is a good approximation to the factor-price frontier obtained from
the simple heterogeneous capital model. The more realistic model can
thus be represented by a neoclassical production function with all the
usual aggregate neoclassical properties (i.e., differentiability, positive
marginal products, constant returns, etc.). By means of the invisible
hand of competition, the marginal product of the capital jelly equals
the reward to capital jelly, and the marginal product of labor equals the
real wage rate. Duality theory permits one to show the following:
Y IC PrK = F ( L , J ) = L F ( l , J / L ) = L f ( J / L ) ; in a perfectly
competitive economy, we have

+

W* = 2 = f ( J / L )aL

J

f‘(J/L)

where W* = W,/P,; the assumptions of positive marginal products
and diminishing or constant returns implies

(7)

dW*
--

J

d(J/L) - -

z f ” ( J / L )> 0

Thus W* is an increasing function of J / L and r is a decreasing function
of J / L . The factor-price relation (trade-off) of the production function
can be traced out by parametric variations of J / L . Graphically, this
trade-off is given in figures 7.4 a, b, c, and d , where figure 7.4d clearly
mimics figure 7.3. That is, the more realistic heterogeneous capital
model can be approximated as closely as we like by increasing the
density of techniques, which allows us to employ the neoclassical singlemalleable-capital model. Samuelson further shows that the simple
Marshallian elasticity of the factor-price frontier is a measure of the
distribution of income. By equations ( 7 ) and ( S ) , we have

dW*
- dr -

J
( J / L ) f ” ( J / L )- - f ” ( J / L1
L’

dW* r
Jr Therefore the simple Marshallian elasticity = - dr W * = LW* ratio of relative shares.
Finally, one can show that C / L = y ( r ) is monotone decreasing, that is,
y’ < 0.
All of Samuelson’s aggregation results rest on the assumption of
linear factor-price relations. That is, the m ratio must equal unity. (The
equality of sectoral factor ratios satisfies the Gorman conditions; see
below. ) This assumption completely excludes reswitching. Being linear,
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Fig. 7.4

each factor-price curve intersects another at the most only once. The
technique will never come back again at different intervals of the rate
of profit. The assumption of no reswitching is crucial to the development
of a surrogate production function.6
Given that assumption, one arrives at the simplest neoclassical
(Clarkian) parable, in which there is one homogeneous malleable physical capital (actually, one can measure capital in value terms in this case,
but the value capital behaves like a physical quantity), no joint production, and smooth substitutability of labor and the capital aggregate. The
marginal productivity relationships determine the functional income
distribution and all the other variables in the general equilibrium system
upon which the parable is based.
After the Samuelson article appeared, Levhari published a paper that
attempted to show that reswitching was not possible in an economy in
which the technique matrix is indecomposable. There was a flurry of
effective refutations of that theorem, and in November 1966 a symposium in the Quarterly Journal of Economics presented them and also
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forced agreement on a large number of problems. Reswitching and
other perversities are potentially present in models containing heterogeneous capital items of the circulating capital or fixed capital type,
many consumption goods or only one consumption good, Austrian
production processes, Walrasian production processes, decomposable
and indecomposable technique matrixes, and smooth as well as discrete
technologies. Reswitching, however, is associated only with discrete
technologies, but other perversities such as capital reversal are relevant
to smooth production technologies.
The second phase of the so-called reswitching controversy (at this
point it is no longer a controversy in the literal sense) was taken up
with spelling out the nature of the phenomenon. In 1969 I showed that,
in a model of the type given above, if the technology is such that the
substitution effects between labor and capital outweigh the change in
composition or the change in the weighting of the two sectors, then a
general type of perversity cannot occur (also see Brown 1973). This
result has been confirmed by Hatta (1974) and by Sat0 (1976b) using
a more general model. Burmeister (1977) focuses on the concept of a
regular economy showing that it is necessary and sufficient to preclude
paradoxical aggregate consumption behavior. The duality between the
wage frontier and the technology frontier has been investigated (Sato
1974; Burmeister and Kuga 1970; Bruno 1969). Finally, different types
of models have been examined; these range from different characterizations of steady-state models (Cass 1976; Zarembka 1976) to dynamic
models (Oguchi 1977).

7.3

The Implications

One way to spell out the implications of what has been presented
above is to compare the neoclassical parable to the intertemporal general equilibrium model containing many heterogeneous capital goods
(Samuelson 1976; also see Nuti 1976). The following is a list of some
steady-state properties of the neoclassical parable, some of which have
been indicated above but do not hold generally:

+

a)

- ac,+,/ac,= 1

b)

a2ct+1/ac2t
20,

c)

W,/P, = fi(r) = f(r), factor-price frontier trade-off,
r = f ’ ( K / L ) , marginal productivity, f” < 0,
C / L = y ( r ) , monotone decreasing, y’( ) < 0,
C / L = 0 ( K / L ) ,monotone increasing, 0’( ) > 0,
K / Y or capital-output ratio declining with profit rate,
K / L declining with profit rate,

d)
e)

f)
g)
g’)

rt,
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h ) no reswitching possible,
i) no capital reversals,
j ) elasticity of ( r , w ) frontier = wage share/profit share.6
Clearly, not all of these hold generally. It has been stressed repeatedly
that ( h ) does not hold in general and therefore the neoclassical parable
goes by the way. But ( a ) , ( b ) , and (c) do hold up in very general circumstances. Even if joint production is present, one can still accept the
wage-profit trade-off that is dual to the consumption-growth rate relation just as it is in the nonjoint production case (Burmeister and Kuga
1970). Continuing, (e) does not hold in general, nor do ( f ) , ( g ) , and
( 8 ’ ) . The neoclassical parable and its implications are thus generally
untenable.?
What does this mean for those who want to measure capital at various
levels of aggregation? If the conditions for no reswitching and no capital
reversal ( m = 1 covers both, but the conditions, m # 1 and the wageprofit frontier concave from below, permit capital reversals), then the
capital aggregates are unstable. This means they are not invariant to
changes in relative prices (Brown 1973). One may construct them as
is usually done, but it is unlikely that they do not change with changes
in the profit rate as Robinson has noted. Of course, that in turn means
that the production function estimated on the basis of those capital aggregates is no longer a physical-technical relationship, for it now contains market variables. One cannot have much confidence in predictions based on such an unstable relationship.
7.4

Separability, Duality, Price, and Quantity Capital Indexes

We begin the discussion of the conditions underlying capital aggregates with those that require restrictions on functional form. For most
of the exposition, we need treat only two sectors, in each of which there
are three factors of production, two physically heterogeneous kinds of
capital ( x l j and x P j ; j = 1,2), and labor ( x o j ;j = 1,2). The original
statement of this type of aggregation is attributable to Leontief (1947).
The theorem is applicable to a partial equilibrium approach (analyzing
the behavior of a single sector while treating the other sectors as exogenous) as well as to a general equilibrium analysis (in which feedback
effects are permitted between sectors). In all the models, the capital
goods are thought to be produced within the economy. They are akin
to intermediate goods, but they are not “netted out” as is often done
with inputs of materials. In many applications, the latter are indeed
netted out so that these models refer to value-added magnitudes. Of
course, as will become clear, the aggregation theorems based on the
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Leontief results can encompass all types of goods. Finally, we abstract
from depreciation and joint production in the initial exposition, returning to it briefly at a later point.
Suppose we focus on two production functions:
(9)

~j

= fi (xoj, xij, X P ~ ) , i = 1 2 ,

where y j are the outputs of the two sectors which we can take to be valueadded measures for the moment. The functions fi can be taken to have
strictly positive marginal products (i.e., fji = (afj/axij) > 0; i = 0,1,2.
For the Leontief theorem, the production functions f j are taken to be
strictly quasi-concave over the economic region8 They can be characterized by any degree of returns to scale; the freedom allowed by the
Leontief theorem in this respect is one of its main advantages.
The Leontief theorem itself simply states that the necessary and sufficient condition to write f j in equation ( 9 ) as

= f j ( x ~ ,j xj), i = 1 2 ,

(10)

yj

where

xj = g ( X l j 7 x ~ j ) ,

is that

(For a simple proof. see Green 1964.) This condition, meaning that
the marginal rate of substitution between the capital items is independent
of labor, is called weak separability.@Note that it allows for aggregation
of capital inputs within each sector; in other words, it permits intrasectoral aggregation.
Since weak separability is the basis for many of the aggregation results in this particular area of aggregation theory, it is worthwhile to
interpret its meaning here. In the first place, it requires that changes in
the labor (or any noncapital input) not affect the substitution possibilities between the capital inputs. Suppose labor input is ten, and the
two capital substitution possibilities are, say, three x1 to one x2 and two
x1 to three x2,both combinations yielding one hundred units of output.
Now let labor input increase to twenty, which, combined with the same
capital ratios, yields two hundred units of output. In this case the
Leontief condition holds. (This example is based on Green 1964, pp.
11-12.) As Solow indicates (1955, p. 103), the condition will not
often be satisfied, even approximately, in the real world. Some examples
such as brick buildings and wooden buildings or aluminum fixtures and
steel fixtures turn out to be cases where the capital items are homoand
geneous except in name. For more complex cases-bulldozers
trucks or sound amplification equipment and desks in a classroom-the
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technical substitution possibilities will probably depend on the amount
of the labor input.
Yet there is a class of situations, according to Solow, in which the
weak separability condition may be expected to hold. Suppose the production of y j can be decomposed into two stages, one in which something called xj is produced out of xlj and x z j , alone, and the second
stage requiring this substance in combination with labor xoi to produce
yj. More specifically, suppose that the “production” of xj is given by
(12)

xi =rg j ( x l j

XP~);

for example, if xlj and x Z jare two kinds of electricity-generating equipment and xj is electric power, then generating capacity would be an
index of the capital inputs. Clearly, the functions gj in (12) are capital
index functions, and it is important to know their properties. One way
to do that is to follow Solow’s article, where he shows that the gj functions are linearly homogeneous (given that the Fj functions are linearly
homogeneous and that the weak separability condition applies). Green
(1964, chap. 4) does the same; but now an additional problem must be
considered.
Examine (10) again, and see that the three factors of production are
partitioned into two groups, a labor “group” xoj and a capital group xj.
When there are only two groups, the weak separability condition is sufficient to allow for that decomposition and to yield price and quantity
indexes for each group.1° That is, if there are only two groups, it is sufficient (see Green 1964, p. 21) for there to exist a quantity index (12)
in each sector and a sectoral capital price index: pnj = pzi (plj, p 2 j ) .
Moreover, it can be shown that, if the production function is homothetic,ll the expenditure on the capital aggregate in each sector is p z j xi,
which, when added to the expenditure on the labor input, poi x,j, adds up
to total expenditure.
But when there are more than two groups, and of course that is
probably the case, weak separability is no longer sufficient. Strotz
(1959) and Gorman (1959) show that not only must the weak separability condition hold, but, in addition, each quantity index must be a
function homogeneous of degree one in its inputs. These conditions,
called homogeneous functional separability by Green (1964, p. 2 5 ) ,
are necessary and sufficient12 for each group expenditure to equal the
sum of the expenditures on each item in the group; that is,

E’r = p y ~ + j , r = 1,2, . . . ,S,
!J

where S is the number of groups into which the factors of production are
partitioned.
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It is customary to prove the above results by using duality theory.
(See Shephard 1953.) Let us partition the inputs of ( 9 ) into labor and
capital groups for each sector; that is, let xoj and gj (xlj, x z j ) be the
two g r 0 ~ p s . Suppose
l~
that the gj are homogeneous functions (they are
quantity index functions) and that corresponding price indexes (homogeneous functions of prices) can be specified: pcoj and p 3 ( p l j ,p 2 j ) .
Then, following Shephard ( 1953), the following aggregation conditions must apply:
(a)

s

.I=O

3

pnSj xgj

+

= ~ q ~ x o Pjgj
j

( b ) P ( x o j ,x l j , ~ 2 can
~ be
) expressed as F i [ x 0 j , &(Xlj, x2j)l,
where gj are homogeneous functions.
(c) Minimum cost, Cj, can be expressed as a function,

C j ( y j ,pzoj , p q ) ; that is, as a function of the sectoral output

rate and the price indexes.
(d) The aggregate cost function, C j ( y j ,psoj ,p s j ) may be derived

from the aggregate production function, Fj(xoj, g’(*) ) as
W Y,pxOj,P , ) = min. ( P , x o j pigi), where gj
roj,d

+

is given above and the prices are taken as parameters from the
firm or sector’s point of view.

If these conditions apply, then clearly each sector need concern itself
with only two factors of production, and one can obtain all the information from the two-factor formulations that one does from the
formulation involving all the elementary factors (in our simple exposition, there are only three).
The aggregation problem is solved if the production functions are
such that Fj are arbitrary increasing functions of x g i and gj (j = 1,2),
and the gj are homogeneous of degree one in their respective arguments;
in other words, the production functions are homothetic.l*
Duality between cost and production functions is involved precisely
here, yielding information on the implied price indexes. For it is one of
the enduring results of duality theory that if the production function in
each sector is homothetic, then the sector’s cost function factors into a
product of fj(yj), which is the inverse function of Fj (recall that the
P are assumed to be monotonically increasing and also assume that
FJ(0)= 0), and a function

that is homogeneous of degree one in the prices; that is,
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This considerably simplifies the cost function; it is worth repeating that,
to do this, homotheticity of the production function and the independence of prices and quantities are required.
Using this well-known result, it is a simple matter to form subindexes
for the two groups. Thus, in terms of costs for each group:
min ( ~ a , , ~ x o i =
) xojro'(paoj)
xoj

(13)

and

where, recall, xi is given by g i ( x I i , x n j ) for gj homogeneous of degree
one; and roi and rlj are homogeneous functions of degree one. Putting
the two together, we can write:

(14)

= min [xujroj(Poj)

+ ~ j r l j ( ~,~l jz i l l ,

XOj,xj

where xoi and xi are restricted by
Yj

=Fj(X0j

3

Xi> *

As Strotz and Gorman have demonstrated, the procedure for obtaining
subindexes can be thought of as occurring in two stages: the first minimizes total costs by choosing the optimal proportion of each group of
factors, whereas the second stage involves the minimization problems
for each of the subgroups in (13) in which group costs are minimized
separately given total costs.
The result is that & ( * ) and rlj(-) are quantity (of capital) and
capital price index numbers-they are the aggregates we seek-that
simultaneously accomplish four things: the first is that they reflect the
optimal inputs obtained from minimizing cost with respect to homothetic production surfaces; second, they are generalized index numbers
that satisfy three fundamental Fisherian properties;15 third, they satisfy
the aggregation conditions ( a ) - ( d ) , and, finally, they are consistent
with the two-stage Gorman-Strotz optimization procedure. This is an
extraordinary list of accomplishments, obtained at the cost of two seemingly harmless assumptions.
But there are limitations, and they are not negligible. The basic limitation of the duality theory and the resulting indexes can be seen from
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a simple example. Consider a firm using only two factors of production,
xo and x l , whose production follows the homogeneous of degree one
CES form, which is obviously homothetic; that is,
y

= ')'(Kox()-" + K I X 1 - ' ) - i

1
'

The first-order conditions can be written in marginal rate of substitution
form :

+

where Ei = 1 l/ei, ei is the elasticity of supply of the ith factor, and
the pi are the factor prices. The cost function is

+ u-'E-lpi%i] ' ] a-1

9

where g = K ~ / K IE, = E o / E 2 , and P = p o / p I . Clearly, if a E / a x o =
@ / a x l = 0, the cost function factors into two expressions, one in output that is homogeneous of degree one and the other in the pi that is
also homogeneous of degree one (note that P is homogeneous of degree
zero in the pi).
However, if factor-supply elasticities are related to the quantities of
the factors themselves, and hence to the output, then the cost function
does not factor into two terms that are homogeneous of degree one.
This means, inter alia, that price and quantity of factor input indexes
computed as expressions homogeneous of degree one misspecify the
actual price and quantity changes, not because of the usual index number problems but because of the distortions introduced by imperfect
competition in factor markets. (It can be shown that quantity output
and price indexes would suffer a similar fate as a result of the presence
of imperfect competition on the output side.) One can expect this to
occur in those industries largely controlled by few firms, in time periods
over which the factor supply elasticities are likely to change, and between firms in industries largely controlled by a few firms that coexist
with smaller firms.
Suppose that industry price and quantity indexes homogeneous of degree one are constructed and that an analyst, using that data, aims to
test hypotheses related to the degree of imperfect competition in that
industry. That is, the data are constructed on the assumption that the
firm or industry is competitive in factor markets,16 and the analyst uses
that data to test the degree to which that firm or industry is competitive.
Clearly, the outcome must be biased. Or suppose a productivity analysis
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were undertaken using price and quantity indexes constructed as above;
the productivity measure is clearly affected.
A practical difficulty with the approach based on weak separability
and homotheticity is that it requires microdata on physical inputs and
outputs to test the aggregation conditions. We do not have measures in
physical units of the numerous capital items that enter production
processes at even the most disaggregated level of production. But, even
were they available, it may be difficult to accept the assumption of competition that underlies the construction of this type of aggregate.

7.5 Fisher’s Extensions of Functional Form Conditions:
Intersectoral and Intrasectoral Aggregation
Perhaps the most extensive analysis of aggregation conditions focusing on functional form has been done by Frank Fisher (1965; 1968a,b;
1969). Not only does he consider capital, labor, and output aggregation,
but he also includes the difficult problems of fixed and movable factors.
Fisher introduces optimizing conditions for the economy into aggregation analysis. Thus, suppose the production functions are
(15)

yj

= P ( X o j ,Xlj),

where capital may differ from firm to firm and for simplicity all firms’
outputs are indistinguishable and there is only one kind of labor. Under
what condition is it possible to write total output Y as given by the
aggregate production function :
(16)

Y = ZYj =F ( x o , Xl),
j

where xo = xO(xOl, xo2 , . . . ,x o n ) and xl = x1(xll,x12 , . . . , x l n )
are indexes of aggregate labor and capital, respectively. This, then, is
solely a question of intersectoral aggregation.
If only restrictions on functional form were considered, the necessary and sufficient conditions for intersectoral aggregation are that every
firm’s production function be additively separable in capital and labor;
@ ( x l j ) . That
that is, each Fj be of the form: P ( x o j ,x,,) = Q j ( x o j )
these conditions are extremely restrictive has been noted by Fisher and
others.
Here Fisher notes that these conditions are answers to the wrong
question. A production function, he states, describes the maximum level
of output that can be achieved if the inputs are efficiently employed.
Accordingly, one should ask not for the conditions under which total
production can be written as (16) under any economic conditions, but
rather for the conditions under which it can be written once production
has been organized to get the maximum output achievable with the
given factors. Thus, efficient production requires that Y be maximized
given xo and xl, a circumstance that introduces allocative decisions

+
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into the aggregate procedure. If one wishes to analyze production within
a market system (or a centrally controlled one), then it does not seem
reasonable to ignore the optimizing conditions for aggregation purposes.
Suppose in the simplest case that labor is movable and only labor
can be allocated to firms to maximize total output. Letting Y* be that
maximal output, one can evidently write Y* = G ( x o ,XII ,x12 , . . . ,
xln), there being no labor aggregation problem, since the values of
xoj are determined in the course of the maximizing procedure. The entire problem is the existence of a capital aggregate. Recalling that the
weak separability condition (that MRS between xlb and x l j be independent of xo in G ) is both necessary and sufficient for the existence of
a group capital index, Fisher proceeds to draw the implication of this
condition for the form of the original firm production functions in (15).
He finds that under the assumption of strictly diminishing returns to
< 0; j = 1,2, . . . ,a; where the subscripts denote differenlabor
tiation), a necessary and sufficient condition for capital aggregation is
that every firm’s production function satisfy a partial differential equation
in the form F j o j , l j / F j l Fjoi,nj
j
= g ( F j o j ) ,where g is the same function for
all firms. Further, assuming constant returns to scale, capital augmenting technical differences turns out to be the only case under constant
returns in which a capital aggregate exists.
This means that each firm’s production function be written as
F j ( X o j , xlj) = F1(xoj , bj xlj), where the bj are positive constants. Such
a requirement is highly restrictive, since a different capital good is
equivalent in all respects to more of the same capital good. For example, sound amplification equipment in a classroom is considered to be
three times the number of desks in the same classroom. One requires a
very complicated transformation scheme that somehow allows the varied
and myriad capital goods to be accounted for in the same units.
The capital augmentation result and the notion of capital generalized
constant returns17 are important contributions of Fisher’s analysis. He
utilizes these basics in more complicated models, some of which are
discussed below. But the general message that comes out of the work is
that the conditions for output, capital, and labor aggregation are unlikely to be satisfied exactly.
Are they likely to be approximated? All we really care about is
whether aggregate production functions provide an adequate approximation to reality in terms of the empirical values of the output, labor,
and capital variables. Thus, for approximate capital aggregation it
would suffice for technical differences among firms to be approximately
capital augmenting.
But this is not a useful result. “The reason for being unhappy with
capital aggregation, for example, is not merely that one thinks technical
differences are not likely all to be exactly capital augmenting but that
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one thinks there are some differences that are not anything like capital
augmenting” (Fisher 1969, p. 570). The interesting question is whether
an aggregate production function gives a satisfactory approximation in
a bounded region defined by the empirical values of capital and labor.
Clearly, one must define what one means by a satisfactory approximation and also decide how badly the conditions are violated.
Fisher arrives at a generally negative conclusion: it appears that the
only way to accept such approximations would be to admit certain welldefined irregularities in production functions, irregularities that are not
exhibited by the aggregate production function in practice. Such an
escape from the stringent conditions for aggregation will be available,
if at all, only in rather special cases.
In view of this, Fisher asks why production functions with parameters estimated from factor payments turn out to fit input and output
data so well. Since the matter is too complicated to treat analyticalIy,
he suggests experimenting with constructed data in which the aggregation conditions are known not to be satisfied. Aggregate production
functions are then estimated on these data (in the latest study, the
CES is used; see Fisher, Solow, and Kearl 1974). It turns out that the
aggregate Cobb-Douglas predicts wages well whenever labor’s share is
roughly constant; with the CES, generalizations are more difficult to
obtain. In spite of the special nature of the constructed data (all microunits exhibit constant returns to scale), several other suggestive results
emerge from this Monte Carlo type of study: composition effects can
seriously distort aggregate elasticity of substitution estimates; and the
wage equation estimates are more reliable than the production function
estimates, though combining the two allows one to track output and
factor prices closely. Thus aggregate production functions can work in
special cases. And that is precisely their problem. We would require a
catalog of unknown proportions to indicate their areas of applicability.
Even then, one could not allay the doubt that the results are special in
one way or another, and it may be difficult to specify which way it is.
7.6

The Gorman Aggregation Conditions

The Gorman (1953) conditions are developed along lines similar to
those followed by Fisher. It is assumed that the optimal conditions for
the distribution of given totals of moveable inputs among firms are
satisfied. These efficiency conditions (which imply Pareto optimality)
require that the marginal rates of substitution (MRS) between the ith
and jth factors be the same for all firms:

..= 1 , . . . ,n;

I,]

k = 1 , . . , ,n;
h = 1 , . . . ,m.
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If all firms use some labor input, the given totals of the factors of production must be well-defined aggregates:
(18)

xr =

n

2
s=1

Xrs.

These, together with (17) imply a transformation surface: G ( y 1 , Y Z
*
Yn ;xo ,X I . . , x m ) . "
Given that (17) holds and that isoproduct surfaces are convex, then
Gorman shows that intersectoral aggregation of the production functions
(equation 9) requires that the expansion paths for all firms be parallel
straight lines through their respective origins. There will then exist func-

,. .

9

2

2 h j ( y j ) = F(x0,x1,x2),where

tions, hl, and h2 and F, such that Y =

j=1

F is homogeneous of degree one in its inputs. Hence, each Fj will be
expressible as a function of F . Also, if the expansion paths are required
to be parallel, the optimal ratios of the factors must be the same for all
firms. An example may be useful here.
Suppose the Fj were CES, that is,

i

YI = bljxlj

(U.-l)/U

+ bsjxoj '

J

j

+

(U.-l)/U.

'

b2jxzj

'

u./(ui-l)

(U.-l)/U.

11

J

9

then the marginal rates of substitution equilibrium conditions would be

where the bij and ujare constants, the prices are normalized by the wage
rate, and S j are constant declining-balance type depreciation coefficients.
It is readily seen that the expansion paths are straight lines through
their origin; moreover, the two conditions in (19) and the two in (20)
imply parallel expansion paths if bll/bzl = b 1 2 / b 2 2 , b 1 1 / b 3 1 =
b d b 3 2 ,uI= u2.
Thus, under these conditions, intersectoral aggregation
is possible. Note that, in the example above, satisfaction of the conditions entails that the production function F1 has the form A F 2 with A
an arbitrary positive constant. The two capital goods can be regarded as
identical except for a choice of units. This ensures the feasibility of
aggregation, but the requirement is so stringent that it is not likely to be
satisfied in practice.
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Economywide and Sectoral Weights in Divisia Input
Price Indexes: The Gorman Conditions Again

The Gorman conditions turn up in unexpected places,l9 and one of
those is in the weights on the Divisia indexes of capital inputs in a
sectoral context. I shall show here that the practice of using economywide deflators to obtain real capital measures within a sector requires
that the Gorman conditions be satisfied for all sectors in the economy.
That is a patent impossibility, and hence that procedure involves a
misspecification of unknown proportions.
Consider the value of capital used in the jth sector:
(21 1

vj

2

=

qixij,

j

= 1,2.

i=l

Take its total differentialz0 and express it in relative terms:

(22)

Gj

= 8 W<j& + 2
W&j,
i

j

= 1,2,

0

where the “hatted” variables represent relative changes, that is G j =
d vj / v i , and so on, and wii = qixii/vj, which is simply the costs of the
ith capital item in the jth sector as a proportion of the sector’s total capital costs.
The two components of Gi in equation (22) are called Wicksell effects, the first being the price Wicksell effect (PWE) while the second
is the real Wicksell effect (RWE).
Suppose the two capital items in the jth sector (say, shearing machines and lathes) are to be treated as an aggregate. For several reasons
(see Usher 1973, chap. 7), one must start with the value magnitudes
(21) and (22) and derive the real aggregate from them. Referring to
(22), it is thus necessary to eliminate the PWE. This is usually done
by deflating the value of the capital aggregate (i.e., v i ) by a Divisia or
chain index. In relative change terms, a commonly used index is
n

S

i=1

vi

The wk.are (possibly) changing Divisia weights; that is, wh. represents
the economywide costs of the hth capital item as a proportion of total
costs of all capital items. Note that 8* is an economywide measure that
corresponds to an economywide Divisia or chain index. If the Bureau
of Labor Statistics (BLS) wholesale price index (WPI) (or some van-
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ant of it) is used, an economywide input index is implied.22 However,
differ unless all denote that relative changes in the BLS WPI and
preciation rates are zero or the same.
Now, “deflate” (22) by (23)-that is, deduct G* from Cj; this yields
P*j, say: i*j= x ( w i j - wz.)cz 3wi& Recall that the deflation proz
*
cedure, to be successful, must make the PWE vanish, leaving only
8wzj& This implies that 8 (wzj- wi.)&= 0. Sincei ! > 0,23a necessary

4*

+

i

i

and sufficient condition for the PWE to vanish by this deflation procedure can be shown to be x11/x21 = x12/x22. In turn, this can be
shown to be identical to the Gorman conditions (parallel, straight-line
expansion paths) if the production functions are homogeneous of degree
one.
How does one interpret this result? Someone analyzing production in
a single sector that uses two types of capital to produce it deflates the
total cost of these two capital inputs by a price index of the two items
that contains weights representing the proportions of costs of each item
in the total costs of all capital produced. In doing that, the analyst has
assumed (whether knowingly or not) that the Gorman conditions are
satisfied. Clearly, they cannot be satisfied in realistic situations, and
hence the PWE is not eliminated. A price effect remains in the “real
capital aggregate,” and every function specifying that aggregate must
be unstable. (Clearly, one can isolate the direction of the resulting bias
by an analysis of the sectoral and economywide weights.) Though the
result above is subject to several qualifi~ations,2~
one arrives at the discomforting conclusion that using an economywide index to deflate capital costs within a sector to derive a real measure of capital almost inevitably fails to purge the price Wicksell effect completely, and thus the
resulting data fluctuate with prices. Since data estimation procedures
are often used to derive data on which production functions are estimated, misspecifications are bound to be present.

7.8 Houthakker-Sato Aggregation

In a paper having a sucds d ‘ e ~ t i m e ,Houthakker
~~
(1955-56)
found a way around the difficulties encountered by Solow-Fisher and
Hicks by postulating that factor proportions are distributed in a certain
way among the firms over which the aggregation is to take place. The
introduction of the distribution function is novel, though there is an
analogue from consumption theory on the distribution of income among
consumers (see Katzner 1970, pp. 139 ff.). In subsequent work, the
Houthakker idea was taken up by Levhari (1968) and Sat0 (1975),
the latter developing it very fully.
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In Houthakker's paper, each firm is assumed to operate under twofactor (labor and capital) fixed coefficients production conditions:
(24)

Yj

= ajkj = pOiXOj,

where k j is the jth firm's capital-labor ratio. Efficiency conditions require that the firm is above its shutdown point if its quasi rent is nonnegative; that is, y j - poxoi = yj(l - p o / p i ) 2 0 or p j 2 p o , where
the labor input is taken to be homogeneous among firms so that all
firms face the same wage rate. The distribution of capacity output of
the firms is determined by the ajand k j and one can define a capacity
distribution function as
(25)

$0)
= 8"k(",P).

The right-hand side is clearly the total productive capacity of firms with
the labor efficiency level of p. To find the total productive capacity over
all firms, one must integrate over p; thus

PO

(26)

Y(P0)

=J

dP)dP,

Po

and total employment is

where Po is the supremum of p (clearly, the p are taken to be bounded
from above). Suppose the density function follows a Pareto distribution:

(28)

+(p)= cp-1/(1-a)

Inserting this into Y ( p o ) and L ( p o ) and eliminating p o from the two
equations, one obtains the aggregate production function:
(29)

Y = J1-aLa, 0 < a

< 1,

where the aggregate capital, J, can clearly be found from
PO

(30)

J = f 0 +(p)dP.

Thus, in the Houthakker model, if all firms operate according to Leontief production functions and if the pi are distributed according to
Pareto, the aggregate production function is Cobb-Douglas. Clearly,
the weak separability property (in any of its variants) is unnecessary
here.
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Sato’s procedure is only slightly different, but it yields far more
general results. He begins with the micro production functions and the
productive capacity function associated with the labor coefficient. He
then derives necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of an
aggregate production function with capital and labor aggregates. That
is, the following equalities must hold:

ii) Y ( p 0 ) =

S”

Po

11,

+ ( P ) d P = G[H
PO

where I is given by (30) and the H and G functions satisfy the middle
equalities of equations ( 3 1.i) and ( 3 1.ii) , respectively.
Using this procedure, a host of results can be obtained. The micro
production functions can now be allowed to have elasticities of substitution exceeding zero, and the distribution functions need no longer be
of the Pareto form. Levhari (1968) had already derived an aggregate
CES function using the Houthakker procedure, specifying zero elasticity
of substitution micro production functions. Sato is able to treat this and
the original Houthakker result as special cases of his more general
approach.
The aggregate production function derived in this manner is a shortrun relationship, since it describes the employment-output relation given
the efficiency distribution. If the efficiency distribution shifts, the shortrun aggregate production function also shifts, but the resulting factor
proportions may not lie along the ex ante production function.26 Generally, one considers the elasticity of substitution of the ex post or clay
production process to be less than that of the ex ante production function. Sato shows (1975, pp. 134 ff.) that, if the efficiency distribution is
stable in form, the resulting estimates should reveal the ex ante production function. Thus, the burden of the analysis that generates the desired aggregates shifts from the underlying production functions themselves to the stability of the distribution function.
Is the distribution function inherently unstable when the variables
vary? (Sato’s estimates, 1975, p. 205, are not uniformly acceptable.)
Do firms entering the industry have the same distribution of productive
capacities as those leaving? (See Sato 1975, p. 30.) Clearly, the
presence of nonneutral technical change implies a change in the slope
of the Pareto curve, since capacity will be added at the low end of the
scale of input ratios (see Sat0 1975, p. 140). At the very least, the
estimation problems associated with the distribution function are just as
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formidable as those of the production function itself. Moreover, recall
that one must estimate the distribution function in addition to the production function, thus compounding the difficulties.
There is one further estimation problem with the Houthakker-Sat0
approach that requires some discussion. The distribution of productive
capacities does not appear to be independent of the macro production
function. The disturbances on each of the econometric forms are probably correlated (certainly shocks in the distribution function affect aggregate output) ; thus there is a simultaneous equation estimating problem that differs from that treated in the literature on error specification
in production models (see, e.g., Zellner, Kmenta, and Dreze 1966).
This problem does not appear to be recognized, much less resolved. One
may wish to classify the simultaneity problem as another practical difficulty (see Sato 1975, pp. 201-2).
Glancing back at (24) and (29), one notices that the original Houthakker problem was the intersectoral aggregation of two-factor production functions. When more than two factors are considered, one has to
invoke the familiar separability conditions (Sato 1975, pp. 65 ff.) in
order to do intrasectoral aggregation. The addition of the distribution
function is useful only in intersectoral aggregation; nothing is added to
the traditional analysis of indexes of capital goods and prices. Hence,
the national income statistician interested in the theoretical foundations
of those indexes would not turn to the Houthakker approach.
The question of whether the Houthakker-Sat0 procedure is more or
less restrictive than either those based on the weak separability property
or the composite commodity condition is a difficult one to handle. The
introduction of the distribution function complicates any comparison,
since one has little basis for knowing if its specification and estimation is
more or less restrictive than the requirements of the alternative aggregation procedures. That in one respect it allows for a (possibly) more
limited range of possibilities (e.g., micro elasticities of substitution
greater than unity are ruled out [Sato 1975, p. 611) than weak separability, and so on, is clear. That it is an essentially short-run analysis
puts it on the same footing as composite commodity aggregation but
makes it less desirable than the Gorman theorem. That it is difficult to
test empirically gives it the same grades on this account as the weak
separability approach. That it allows for more general micro production
processes than the Gorman theorem (except for the elasticity of substitution restriction above) is a significant point in its favor. That it
requires fairly restrictive assumptions on stability of the distribution
function detracts from the previous point.27 And that intrasectoral aggregation requires some sort of restrictive weak separability or composite
property as well as the somewhat restrictive stability conditions of the
distribution function-that also is clear. Thus, much is clear yet, never-
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theless, a comparison cannot yield an unambiguous answer on which
procedure is preferable. It remains to say that the Houthakker-Sat0
approach must be subjected to further work to resolve some of the outstanding problems indicated above.
7.9

Commodity Aggregation Approach

Up to this point I have focused on the conditions for aggregation
that arise out of the form of the production function (weak separability,
homotheticity, etc.) . The Hicks ( 1946) commodity aggregation approach that I now consider sidesteps those considerations of functional form. Hicks writes: “a collection of physical things can always
be treated as if they were divisible into units of a single commodity so
long as their relative prices can be assumed to remain unchanged, in
the particular problem at hand” (1946, p. 33). Thus, let qij be the
capital user costs; that is, qij z p v ( r i j &,), (i = 1,2) in its simplest
form, where p i j is the price of the ith capital good in the jth sector, rij
is the net own interest rate, and Sij is the depreciation rate on the ith
capital good. If the system is in equilibrium and depreciation is independent of the output rate, then the variables defining user costs are
independent of the sector with which the capital is associated and the
net own interest rates for all capitals are the same; therefore,

+

(32)
For our purposes, we can use (32) to illustrate the present aggregation
procedure.
NOW,define the value of capital in the jth sector as

(33)
where the last equality would hold just as well were we to replace q1
by q2.Hicks proves that if

]:[

d

‘“1

c 41

z 0,

one can decompose vj into

two components, a “price” component, q,, and a quantity component,
4.
2i 41
xij.

With a slight modification, these components serve as price
and quantity indexes of aggregate capital in the jth sector. Clearly, any
number proportional to q l , say q* = aq,, would serve as the capital
price index. Thus, the factor reversal test for price-quantity indexes is
satisfied. Moreover, one can obtain “real” sectoral aggregate capital by
dellating vj by q* and economywide “real” aggregate capital by deflating
2 v i by q*. Finally, note that both the quantity and price indexes are
homogeneous of degree one.
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There are several reasons why prices of goods within a group may
move in proportion to each other. Suppose certain prices are administered (fixed) over a relevant time period under conditions of monopoly
(Fisher 1969, p. 572). Conversely, goods that are within a competitive
industry or group would tend to move together in the long run. They
may move together because of governmental price or incomes policy.
Or, if the economy were in a balanced, steady-state growth or if it were
stationary, prices would be constant and of course proportional to
each other. Finally, if the labor shares in all firms are equal, then relative prices are constant (see below).
This is a very simple aggregating device, yet its exact form requires
the stringent proportionality condition. However, approximations do
not wreak havoc with the composite commodity conditions as they do
with the functional form procedure. Clearly, commodity aggregation is
unlikely to hold in general, but it may hold approximately for certain
subgroupings (see Diewert 1974) and for some groups for certain
periods and cycles but not for others. I shall elaborate upon this in a
forthcoming study. Note that it has been used for theoretical purposes
to justify partial and comparative static equilibrium analyses (see Arrow
and Hahn 1971, pp. 7, 253).
It may also be the case that some prices are proportional to each
other over certain time periods and not over others. For example, the
trend and eight-year cycle could be the same for two prices, but they
may differ over shorter-run cycles. Does this mean that the prices fail to
satisfy the commodity aggregation theorem? Not at all, for a long-term
grouping of the corresponding quantities is possible, whereas that grouping would make no sense in the short run.
Following this line of thought, one can consider the possibility that
there is a systematic lead-lag relationships between the two prices but
that, aside from that, they are proportional to each other. Does the lead
or lag prevent the application of the commodity aggregation theorem?
Again, the answer depends on the use to which the grouping is to be put.
There are many problems with this approach, the main one being
that the qi are not prices-rather, they are per unit capital rental values.
Thus they are conglomerates of several factors that may change in various ways. Another problem is that published prices generally refer to
total output, whereas a value-added price is the more appropriate concept. I shall elaborate on these and other matters relating to commodity aggregation in a forthcoming paper.

7.10 The Brown-Chang General Equilibrium Approach
The principal shortcoming of the preceding aggregation approaches is
that they are done in a compartmentalized manner. That is, the re-
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strictions on functional form required by the Gorman theorem are discussed in abstraction from their effect on prices; and the composite
commodity theorem is derived without reference to economywide forces
affecting prices of the items in the composite.
The Brown-Chang analysis remedies that deficiency in the literature
by treating prices as endogenous within a simple general equilibrium
model. Recall that the Gorman conditions focus on factor proportions
while the composite commodity theorem emphasizes relative factor
prices. But both factor proportions and factor prices are endogenous
in a general equilibrium context, and hence any restriction on, or requirement of, one set of variables must affect the other.
Refer back to the little two-sector production function model (eq. 9 ) ,
taking each to be homogeneous of degree one. Now add a zero profit
condition for each sector:

(34)

PjYj/xoj

=1

+ qlxlj/xoj +

q2~2j/xOj,

i=12.

All prices are measured in terms of the nominal wage. For simplicity,
assume for the moment that machines last forever (or one could also
assume that depreciation rates are the same for both equipments) and
,
r is the only exothus the gross rental rates become: qi = p ~ where
genous variable in the system. Parenthetically, we remark that one can
“close” the system completely by specifying a relationship between net
own rates of productivity and the rate of time preference (see Solow
1963) or by postulating that the fiscal monetary authorities control r
to obtain a distributional objective (see Sraffa 1960). We require one
other set of conditions-the marginal productivity equilibrium conditions must hold for each sector, that is,

These, together with (34) place us firmly within the world of perfect
competition.
Brown and Chang now set out to find the conditions for the aggregation of the capital aggregates in a composite commodity sense; that is,
under what conditions can one specify a qIj and q such that

(36)

and

ii) x =

2 9%
-xh?
h=l

4
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Clearly, this requires

Thus, solving (34) for the p j in terms of r, taking the ratio of the two
expressions and then differentiating with respect to r, one finds

(37)
where
The term in parentheses in (37) represents the difference in the wage
shares in the two sectors.
Thus we arrive at the principal Brown-Chang result: commodity aggregation is assured, (36) holds, if the labor shares in the two sectors
are equal. As an example, suppose the production functions are CES;
aggregation of- the two capital goods is possible-both intersectorally
and intrasectorally-if

--

1

--1

o1

a@

I

2

1

= - =xoa12 ( : )
PlYl

=-,x 0 2
P2Y2

where ai and ui (i = 1,2) are constants. This condition requires that
the production functions be restricted in a particular way, but the restriction appears to be weaker than the Gorman conditions, since factor
ratios do not all have to be the same at all rates of interest.
In the general equilibrium model of production presented above, the
equal-labor share condition guarantees the constancy of relative cornmodity prices (provided depreciation rates are equal), thereby permitting intrasectoral as well as complete aggregation of the capital items in
the system. The condition can be applied to models with joint products
and can be generalized to models with many primary factors; it can be
applied to the capital goods as a group, to all sectors in the economy
including the consumption good sector, and to a subgroup of capital
goods sectors-the decomposable case-that
does not require inputs
from sectors outside the group. The decomposable case is particularly
useful, since no matter how many groups of capital goods are in the
economy, as long as there is a particular group whose production does
not require capital inputs from sectors outside the group, the commodity
aggregation condition applies, provided labor shares in that group are
equal. In the decomposable case, however, the equal-labor share condition alone is not sufficient to guarantee aggregation of a proper subgroup of capital goods. If capital goods are divided into more than two
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groups, it is possible to derive more detailed conditions for aggregation.
But these conditions are expected to be more stringent and therefore
less likely to hold.
Intuitively, the equal-labor share condition amounts to equal capital/
labor cost ratios in each industry-a variant of Marx’s case of equal
organic composition of capital. When the depreciation rates are the
same for each capital good, this condition is equivalent to the equal
factor intensity condition in value terms; that is, the aggregate value
of capital/labor ratios are the same in every industry.
When there is an increase in the rate of interest, the increase in rental
costs of capital in each industry depends upon (with identical rates of
depreciation for each capital good) the aggregate value of capital employed in that industry. This explains why it is the capital intensity in
value terms, not in physical terms, that is crucial in determining the
effect on prices resulting from a change in the rate of interest. When
every industry has the same capital intensity in value terms, an increase
in the rate of interest will increase the cost of every commodity in the
same proportion, thereby maintaining constant relative prices.
If the depreciation rates of different capital goods are different, the
commodity price ratios and rental rates will not remain fixed as a result
of a change in the rate of interest, even though the wage shares are
) shown that if producequal in all sectors. However, Sato ( 1 9 7 6 ~ has
tion is taken net of depreciation, the equal-labor share condition still
applies.
The logic of the Brown-Chang and the Gorman aggregation conditions of a many-sector, many-capital, equal-depreciation rate model can
now be examined. Suppose that there are n capital goods sectors and m
consumption goods sectors. When the equal-labor share condition together with equal rates of depreciation for each capital good is satisfied,
the relative commodity prices and the relative rental rates of capital are
always constant. We can then apply the Hicksian aggregation theorem
to perform intrasectoral aggregation over all capital inputs. When we
appropriately choose the same units of measurement for the aggregated
capital inputs in each sector. the system is reduced to one with n capital
goods sectors and m consumption goods sectors, each with two factors
of production, aggregated capital and labor. Now the equal-labor share
condition in this two-factor model amounts to equal capital intensities
in value terms as well as in physical terms. At this point the Gorman
conditions are satisfied and intersectoral aggregation is possible. If all
wage shares are equal in the capital good sectors, all these capital goods
may be aggregated into a single capital good sector. A similar argument
applies to the aggregation of the consumption goods sectors. The resulting system becomes the familiar two-sector, one-capital-good model.
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Further aggregation of the two-sector model into a one-sector aggregative model can be achieved if the wage shares are equal in the two
sectors. This implies the satisfaction of the Gorman conditions, and the
production functions in the two sectors clearly differ only by an efficiency unit.
The commodity aggregation approach depends on the constancy of
relative prices. In this case aggregation is completely independent of
demand conditions. Clearly, this is not the only case allowing aggregation. For example, based on demand or utility functions, one can carry
out aggregation of several outputs and production functions into an
economywide production function (see Sat0 1975).
In the general equilibrium model, it is not possible for the conditions
of the Gorman theorem to be satisfied without simultaneously satisfying
the condition for commodity aggregation (see Zarembka 1976). If the
production functions happen to have a form such that the expansion
paths for both firms are parallel straight lines through their respective
origins, then (as noted above) the optimal factor ratios must be the
same. Since all firms face the same factor prices, labor shares clearly
must be the same in both sectors, and thus the commodity aggregation
condition is satisfied in this model.
This leads to the unexpected result that the satisfaction of the Gorman
conditions allows only intersectoral aggregation (see above), but if those
conditions are satisfied in a general equilibrium type model, then the
conditions for commodity aggregation are also satisfied, which means
that intersectoral, intrasectoral, and full aggregation are permitted. In
other words, if the very stringent Gorman conditions restricting the form
of the production function are met (allowing only intersectoral aggregation), then the capital goods prices are proportional to each other (and
to a capital price index), so that one need not stop with intersectoral
aggregation but can proceed to aggregate all the capital items in each
capital good sector and all the capital items among the many capital
goods sectors.
The converse of this proposition clearly does not hold. For, even if
all labor shares were to be equal, all optimal factor ratios do not have
to be the same, so that if conditions for commodity aggregation hold,
the Gorman conditions do not have to hold. It is possible for sectoral
labor shares to be equal without all factor ratios being equal. Thus the
conditions for commodity aggregation are somewhat weaker than that
required by the theorem that focuses on the form of the production
functions.
The equal-labor share condition is weaker than the Gorman condition in another respect. The latter requires that all capital items be used
in each sector for intersectoral aggregation to hold, while the equal-labor
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share condition allows for the absence of capital items, since we have
assumed only that labor is indispensable in each line of production. Certainly, in many sectors there are many corners, that is, numerous capital
items not actually employed in production, and hence the BrownChang condition is weaker than the Gorman condition.
How do the Brown-Chang results relate to the other principal restriction on functional form procedure developed by Fisher? Fisher’s
discussion of the case of two-factor (fixed capital, movable labor) constant returns to scale contains a result similar to that found by Brown
and Chang. There, a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence
of an aggregate capital stock (obtained from all vintages) is that the
average product of labor shall be the same for all vintages. Also, in his
discussion of aggregation of fixed and movable capital items in the constant returns to scale case, Fisher (1968b, p. 422) shows that a necessary condition for total capital aggregation is that the average product of
every kind of labor be the same in every firm whenever all movable
factors (labor and movable capital) are optimally allocated. In the two
cases cited above, he assumes that only one homogeneous output is produced, which must be the same for all firms. Therefore, with identical
output prices in Fisher’s models, equal average product of labor in every
sector is equivalent to the equal-labor share condition. The BrownChang model assumes that all factors are movable, thus assuming away
the problem of aggregating fixed factors.
Perhaps the most relevant way to compare the Brown-Chang model
and Fisher’s is to examine his aggregation of movable factors. Fisher
discusses extensively full aggregation as well as subaggregation. In particular, he finds that what is required for subaggregation is that given the
relative wages (relative prices) of the labor inputs (outputs) to be included in the aggregate, every firm employs those inputs (produces those
outputs) in the same proportion. This is very close to parallel expansion
paths. Note, however, that some fixed factors are assumed to exist and
are left out of the aggregate in the case above. When there are no fixed
factors, the condition that every firm employ all movable factors in the
same proportion naturally implies the equal-labor share condition for
the Brown-Chang model. The converse, of course, is not true, which
implies that the equal-labor share condition may be more general than
Fisher’s result in this context. It is important to note that in Fisher’s
analyses, he uses conditions of technical efficiency (maximize the last
output, given the amounts of the other outputs and the amounts of the
inputs) while assuming the existence of some fixed factors that cannot
be moved around over different uses so as to equalize marginal products.
In the Brown-Chang analysis, it is assumed that all factors are movable
so as to satisfy the equilibrium conditions. Clearly, the use of the equi-
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librium conditions makes aggregation easier. Finally, in the BrownChang model capital outputs are produced to be used as capital inputs.
This is closely related to the capital aggregation problems associated
with the recent reswitching debate.
What are the shortcomings of the Brown-Chang results? Certainly the
general equilibrium model is not as general as one would like (such as
that proposed by Arrow and Hahn 1971, chap. 5 ) , but that is not a
fundamental problem, since one would conjecture that many of the results would hold in a more general model. The real problem is the same
as that encountered by the aggregation theory described above, which is
based on duality theory, and that is the necessity for assuming competition in factor markets. The equal-labor share condition, though less restrictive than the Gorman conditions in certain respects, is still a
stringent one. This is coupled with the fact that it cannot be applied in
an economy where competition is suspected of being imperfect.

7.11 Structural versus Nominalistic Aggregation and a Paradox
in Aggregation Analyses

We can now introduce an important distinction in aggregation theory.
Consistent aggregates can be specified for essentially two reasons. The
first is associated with the restrictions on functional form based in one
way or another on the weak separability property of the underlying production functions. These give rise to proportional factor inputs. We know
that, if this property is present, then whatever the behavior of the
myriad aspects of the economy, consistent aggregation is preserved.
That is, prices can change in a proportional or nonproportional manner because of supply shifts, say, and the aggregates would be unaffected.
This says that if the physical-technical properties of production that
manifest this property remain unchanged, the aggregates are preserved
whether or not monopoly forces are present, whether relative supplies
of factors change, whether disequilibrium effects are present, whether
the economy is a steady-state growth path, whether an incomes policy is
enforced, and so on. In short, knowing that the aggregates are conditional upon the properties of the production function is enormously
economical. (Only nonneutral technical change would offset the aggregates.) We call this “structural” aggregation.
Going to commodity aggregation, we cannot infer this. Prices could
be proportional to each other for a variety of reasons, and the resulting
aggregates are subject to change owing to changes in any one of them.
Thus, observing constancy of relative prices and basing the aggregation
procedure on them would be questionable. If one is able to derive aggregates in this way at all, they are less likely to be stable than those
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derived from a knowledge of the properties of the production functions.
Obviously, the resulting aggregates are real groupings in name onlyhence we call this nominalistic.
It is one of the paradoxes of aggregation analysis that it may not be
possible to derive the structural type of aggregates until and unless one
can first obtain the nominalistic type. The reasoning is as follows. In
order to test for weak separability (inter alia) underlying the structural
aggregates, one must have data on the myriad physical capital items
used in a given production unit. These data do not exist, nor are they
likely to become available. Data on expenditures exist for many categories, but to obtain the physical data on the items within those categories, price indexes must be used to deflate them. But the very
existence of price indexes that allow for consistent aggregation is the
point in question; for one does not know that the production functions
are homogeneous of degree one in the elementary inputs in each group
index, since that is the object of the test. Mention could also be made
of the current impossibility of estimating production functions with
thousands of inputs even were the physical data available.
But one can test for nominalistic factor aggregation, and though that
does not yield inferences directly with respect to the production function, one could use the resulting aggregates in estimating the aggregated
production function over the sample for which the nominalistic aggregates hold. Aside from engineering approaches, that seems to be the
only feasible way of going about it, thus giving rise to the paradox.

7.12 The Statistical Case (?) for Aggregative Analysis
The argument for specifying aggregative relationships directly rather
than focusing on micro aspects of economic and technological behavior
finds expression in the econometric literature. It is necessary to examine
it to determine if and when it can be applied to the production and
capital aggregation problems under discussion here. The intent is to
make precise an aspect of the crude notion that macro relationships are
preferable because of offsetting errors among the micro components.
This is a purely statistical approach, and if it could be implemented it
would afford a means of bypassing the difficulties of satisfying the aggregation conditions noted above.
In Theil’s original work along this line, he found that the micro equations are the more appropriate ones to estimate under the assumptions
of perfect (micro) model specification and nonstochastic regressors.
This was developed further by Grunfeld and Griliches (1960), who indicate that there are circumstances in which an aggregate variable may
be forecast with more precision than an aggregate of forecasts from the
micro equations. Such a result arises from the possibility that micro
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equations are less well specified than the macro equation. The problem
with the Grunfeld-Griliches analysis is that it is very difficult to be precise about when and the extent to which the micro equations are less
well specified than the macro equation. In fact, one is reduced to articulating special cases and examples of the alleged specification bias rather
than a general analysis. But, as we shall see, that is not the main objection to the whole procedure.
Rejecting the Grunfeld-Griliches approach, Orcutt, Watts, and Edwards (see Edwards and Orcutt 1969 for references) focus on the difficulty of obtaining suitable micro data. In general they find that it is
better to forecast on the basis of an aggregate of micro forecasts rather
than doing a macro forecast. In any event, the focus of the literature has
switched to the measurement errors attached to micro and macro
data. If micro data is subject to more measurement error than aggregate
data, there is the trade-off of the loss from the specification bias resulting from aggregation and the potential gain from the reduction in the
inaccuracy of the measured aggregate data.
Aigner and Goldfeld (1974) consider the problems of estimation and
prediction when the data on independent variables contain less measurement error than the micro data. Greene (1975), correcting an error in
their model, does the same. The last reference I make to this literature
is Welsch and Kuh ( 1976) , who employ a general random coefficient
model to determine how the variances of the coefficients behave as the
number of micro units increase.
To give an idea of one line of development, let us follow Greene’s
analysis of the very simple offsetting errors case. Suppose there are
only two micro equations,

YI = PIXI

+

u1

(38)
y2

= pzx2 f

up7

where the measured values of the micro variables are
y1= y1+ w

(39)

y2 = Y2

-w

x1 = XI

+v

x2 = XZ

- v.

and
(40)

+

+

+

The macro variables, (Y1 Y2) = (yl
y 2 ) and (XI X2) =
(x,
x 2 ) , are clearly assumed to be measured without error.28
After combination,

+
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variables are taken to be independent and normally distributed with
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The error terms in (41) involve the ps, and thus the estimation problem
is akin to a classic errors-in-variables problem. The limiting values to
which the least-squares estimates of pi tend in probability can be shown
to be

This gives the familiar result that the micro parameter fix is in fact an
underestimate of pi.
Now, going to the macro equation, (42), one finds that
plim

(8) = yP1 +

- 7 )627

where
y

=

+

~;c1s2)/(&1

+ + 2Vz,zz),
“2s2

which is also inconsistent. Hence, in deciding whether to use the micro
or the macro equations when measurement errors offset each other in
the micro variables, the choice devolves upon two sets of inconsistent
estimators. A preliminary conclusion can be reached here without
further analysis; and that suggests that if p1and p2 are close together
and if the measurement error is large, one would be advised to estimate
the macro equation (42) and use as an estimate of each pirather than
estimate each pi separately from (41). This result is made more precise by specifying the mean square errors of the estimators and comparing them. However, this large sample result is not an interesting one,
xz) = (X, X 2 ) ,
since an instrumental variable estimator, using (xl
can be shown to dominate both micro and macro least-square estimators
(Greene 1975).

B
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+
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Even in the small sample case, there is an opportunity for the macro
estimator to outperform the micro in spite of the presence of “aggregation bias.” Here aggregation bias is represented by PI # p2.It is found
that, though there are exceptions, in most cases in which there is aggregation bias, the micro estimator is superior. However, when observation errors are introduced, there is an inevitable trade-off between aggregation bias and measurement errors of the micro data. It is found that
as the error variance increases relative to the “true” variables, the advantage of the micro estimator declines, which is not an unexpected
result.
There are many different results in this literature. Some studies support prediction in certain circumstances from disaggregated data (e.g.,
Edwards and Orcutt 1969). Using different models, Grunfeld and
Griliches (1960) and perhaps Aigner and Goldfeld (1974) and Greene
(1975) find superiority in certain circumstances in macro analysis. In
the Welsch and Kuh (1976) analysis, it is difficult to say which is
superior.29 A summing-up results in the characterization of the glass as
half-full or half-empty and hence is not very informative.
There are two immediate problems with this analysis. The first is that
the model itself is extremely simple : linear specifications, variances of
the exogenous variables identical, and no measurement error on the
macro variables. The last assumption is quite restrictive, for there is no
reason to believe that, in general, the macro variables are free of
measurement error if the micro data from which they are computed are
not. If and when this type of analysis proceeds to examine macro measurement error, there will be three elements to the trade-off that will
have to be considered: micro and macro measurement error and aggregation bias. Whether the resulting analysis will be more than impressionistic remains to be seen.
The second problem with this statistical approach is a fundamental
one within the context of aggregation of production and capital. It devolves upon the notion of aggregation bias, which here simply means
PI # P2. But, in the reswitching literature, not only may the form of
the macro relationship differ from the micro equations, but the macro
equation probably will contain different variables. The difference between the macro equation and the micro equation is not only that the
former is in some sense an aggregate of the micro relationships, but
that the two types of specifications may differ. Moreover, it is very,
very hard (if not impossible) to know even the approximate specification of the macro relationship without knowing the properties of the
micro equations. Therefore one is forced to treat the micro relationships directly; for, in spite of the alleged measurement error, there is
simply no way of proceeding. The statistical approach provides us with
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interesting and suggestive, though tentative, results; but it is at present
irrelevant to the problem of aggregation of production and capital.

7.13 Conclusions
The review of aggregation theory leads to two general conclusions:
the first is that if one ignores the potential aggregation bias, qualitatively incorrect predictions result, which indicates the importance of
the problem for the areas of production, income distribution, productivity, and pricing; the second is that at present there is only one
basis, flawed though it is, for testing capital aggregates, and that is the
commodity aggregation approach. None of the procedures that focus on
functional form is feasible because, aside from the stringency of the conditions they require, they need an inordinate amount of micro physical
data that simply are not available. Thus, the only feasible procedure is
commodity aggregation, for the requisite data appear to be available
and the conditions do not rule out imperfect competition. The principal
shortcoming is that it allows for the specification only of nominalistic
aggregates. But if they exist, then at least one could test for more enduring aggregates based on restrictions on functional form. That seems
to be the appropriate course of action, given our review of the theoretical and statistical bases for aggregation.

Notes
1 . This review does not pretend to be a definitive statement of the problem. In
fact, no such thing exists, though reviews from one or another point of view are
available; see Harcourt (1972), Blaugh (1974), Samuelson (1976), and Burmeister (1976).
2. Bruno, Burmeister, and Sheshinski (1966) show that there is no essential
difference between the circulating-capital and the fixed-capital models as far as
the important capital-theoretic issues are concerned.
3. Before doing any analysis with this model, it is necessary to ensure that
the technique is feasible, which means that PI/€‘, must be positive. See Hicks
(1965, pp. 97-98). If r < l/ull, one can show by differentiating ( 6 ) that
P,(a)/P,will be an increasing or decreasing function of the rate of profit, depending on whether the capital good sector is more or less capital intensive than the
consumption good sector. The curves in figures 7 . 1 ~ - d are drawn with the assumption that the consumption sector is more capital intensive than the capital
sector. Note that, if m = 1, relative prices are independent of the profit rate. But
this is unimportant for Champernowne’s chain index.
4. See Brown (1969). W , / P , has the dimension:

dim-.--,$labor
$corn

- Labor
Corn
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which is invariant to changes in technique. However,

[rJ

Pl(a)

dim

- $/capital type a
-

$/corn

capital a

-’

=[TJ
9

which does not have the same dimension as Pl(B)/P,and P,(?)/P,.
5. The condition that the factor-price relation should be linear in Samuelson’s
surrogate production is stronger than that required for the construction of
Champernowne’s chain index. To find a chain index, only one intersection between any pair of techniques is required. Straight-line factor-price relations are
not necessary in Champernowne’s construction. However, if these ratios are identical for all techniques, there is only one intersection between any pair of techniques (Hicks 1965, p. 154). It is in this sense that the condition for constructing
a chain index is somewhat weaker than that for the surrogate production function.
Yet, if the simple Marshallian elasticity at each point on the frontier is to be
used to measure the distribution of income, it is necessary and sufficient that the
factor-price curves should be linear.
6. Initial and terminal capital stocks and all other consumptions are understood to be held constant in (a) and ( 6 ) . If there are many capital goods with
no joint production, the wage rate in terms of every good’s price forms a factorprice or wage-profit frontier in ( c ) ; this is a generalization of the model used
above to illustrate the chain index and the surrogate production function. If the
rate of growth, g, is positive, then the monotone relations in ( e ) and (f)are taken
to hold only for r > g and for K/L less than the golden rule capital-labor ratio
associated with r = g. If there are many capital goods (the general model), then
in ( g ) and (g’), SPiKi/PiYi is to be expressed in terms of some numeraire.
7. It may be useful to indicate what reswitching does not imply. It does not
imply that marginal analysis is silly; one can use smoothly differentiable production functions or specify a production possibility set that is closed and convex
(this is more general in one sense but it rules out increasing returns), and there
is a considerable intersection of implications that results from the two specifications; the choice should be empirically determined. It does not imply that there
are inherent contradictions in capitalistic production; one has to refer to an entirely different literature to try to show that. Finally, it does not imply that general equilibrium theory is silly because in that theory one can specify as many
heterogeneous capital items as one wishes, treating each as a separate good with
its own market, etc.; no aggregates need be involved.
8. For any two distinct points in input space, xij and Yij, strict quasi-concavity
is defined by P[(1 - a ) x o j
(1 - a ) x l j a d l j , (1 - a ) x z j
>
min [ f j ( x O j ,x l j ,xZj), f j ( ~ ’x~f l~j , d
, Z j ) ]where
,
0 < a < 1.
9. There are essentially two concepts of separability that are important here.
The first is weak separability, already defined. The other is strong separability:
consider a function F of n variables; it is called strongly separable with respect to
, N s } if the marginal rate of substitution between two inputs
a partition { N l , .
i and j from different subsets of inputs N,$ and N,, respectively, does not depend
upon inputs outside of N , and N,; that is, let y = f [ @ ( x ( l ) )+ @ ( x ( Z i ) + . .
& ’ ( x ( s ) ) ] , where @ ( i = 1, . . ,S) are functions of the subsectors x ( i ) and f
is a monotone-increasing function of the @i; then

+

+

+

..

+

.

.
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If the function is weakly separaole, it can be written as y = f[@(x(l)) ,
& ( x C 2 ) ) , . . . , @ ( x ( s ) ) ] . For proofs of these propositions, see Goldman and
Uzawa (1964).
10. Weak separability is not both necessary and sufficient to accomplish this,
since indexes can be formed if the weights on the inputs within a group index
behave in a certain way (see below). The behavior of the weights can be independent of the form of the production function.
11. A function of xl, x 2 , . . . ,x, factors of production is homothetic if it can be
, J,)), where d are homogeneous of degree one and
written as @ ( u J ( x , , x ~ ...
$9 are continuous monotonically increasing functions of d. Actually, less restrictive $1 functions (namely, upper semicontinuous functions; see Shephard
1970, pp. 92 ff.) produce similar results.
12. These conditions are necessary and sufficient if one focuses on the form Of
the production function alone (Green 1964, p. 28). They are merely necessary if
one allows for the commodity aggregation condition to hold (see below) or if
something is going on “behind the scene” (see Brown and Chang 1976).
13. This can be generalized in several directions when n-factors ( n > 3) are
considered. First, the number of partitions can obviously be extended; second,
the number of items in each group can be variable provided no item is allowed
to be in more than one group; third, one can allow for several groups and many
individual factors (in the text, we have one grouping of capital items and another
“group” consisting of the labor input); finally, the FJ and g, need not be continuous; they can be finite, nondecreasing, nonnegative upper semicontinuous functions (Shephard 1970, pp. 20 ff.). The last extension allows for discontinuities,
provided the functions are continuous only from the right.
14. Note that weak separability does not require the gj function to be homogeneous.
15. They are: (i) if all prices and quantities are fixed between time point t ,
and t o , then gJ = rll
= 1; ( i i ) if all prices (quantities) at tl are proportional
11
‘i ‘0
to those at to, then 63,
a, where (Y is the factor of proportionality;
1 0

= r13t1t0 =

16. This assumption is tenuous at best in light of the commonly held view that
capital markets are notoriously imperfect.
17. Fisher (1969, p. 560) finds that capital aggregation is possible under somewhat less restrictive conditions than under capital augmenting technical differences.
This involves the case in which each firm’s production function becomes one of
constant returns after a transformation of the capital inputs; that is, P ( x o j ,x I 1 ) =
F j [ H j ( x l j ) ,noj], where the fj are homogeneous of degree one and the H J are
monotonic. Despite the fact that this is more general than capital augmentation,
it is itself very restrictive.
18. It is known that if all firm’s production functions are quasi-concave and
homogeneous of degree h ( 0 < h 5 l ) , then G is convex.
19. For example, the Hicksian condition, rn = 1, which rules out reswitching
(1965), and Zarembka’s conditions for aggregation (1975) are simply the Gorman
conditions in two of their guises.
20. To be precise, one must take the differential in terms of the exogenous
variable. Here we can treat the interest rate as exogenous (see discussion of the
Brown-Chang conditions below).
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21. Actually, the Bureau of Labor Statistics wholesale price index follows the
Lespeyres formula, but in a modified form. When new weights are introduced, the
chain-link device is employed, at the linkage points, implies a Divisia index.
22. To see what is involved, note that the WPI weights represent the total net
selling value of commodities produced, processed, or imported into the United
States and flowing into primary markets; see BLS (1971, pp. 103-4). The weights
in the WPI correspond to the w , and
~ hence are economywide weights.
23. We assume that the system satisfied the Hawkins-Simon conditions (see
Brown and Chang 1976).
24. The equal or zero depreciation assumption is one. Another is the assumption that production functions are homogeneous of degree one.
25. See for example, Solow (1967, pp. 46-48).
26. The ex ante production function describes the factor substitution possibilities before capital is installed; that is, it is the putty part of the putty-clay appelation representing the whole range of blueprints for the production process available to the firm in its planning stage.
27. Using a different approach, Sonnenschein (1973) has shown that ( a ) for a
given aggregate expenditure and for prices and aggregate demands-all of which
satisfy the aggregate budget constraint-and (6) any set of rates of change of aggregate demands with respect to prices and total expenditure (these must satisfy the
homogeneity constraint), then there is a finite collection of utility maximizing consumers with equal total expenditures. An aggregate demand system is the result,
but it is peculiar to the point (prices, aggregate demands, etc.) that is initially
taken as given. Thus the implied aggregate demand systems (the functions themselves) are conditional upon prices, etc. This difficulty is similar to that affecting
the Houthakker-Sat0 distribution function.
28. The case where the macro variables contain some measurement error has
yet to be worked out in an acceptable manner.
29. In analyzing the affect of aggregation on the reduction in the variance of
parameter estimates, Welsch and Kuh use a model that is similar to Green’s except for one important characteristic. The former model allows for random coefficients; that is, E(B,) = B. This is seemingly more general than Green’s model,
but in fact Welsch and Kuh have assumed away one of the most interesting
aspects of the analysis; namely, aggregation bias. For they do not allow the P4
to vary in a nonstochastic manner among the micro units. However, they advise
that the relative efficiency of aggregation could be severely reduced by differences
in micro behavior (1976, p. 362).
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Comment

Edwin Burmeister

Murray Brown’s paper provides a comprehensive survey of the theoretical and practical problems associated with capital aggregation. It
should be required reading for every econometrician before he is allowed access to his computer! The paper is long, and I shall have space
only to briefly summarize some of the results, along with a few comments of my own.
Brown begins with a review of the neoclassical parable and the socalled reswitching controversy that reached its peak with the November 1966 Quarterly Journal of Economics Symposium, “Paradoxes in
Capital Theory” ( 1966). The primary issue can be easily explained.
Suppose there exist two alternative Leontief-Sraffa production techniques, a and b, both using a homogeneous labor input and n types of
heterogeneous capital inputs. Suppose also that there is a single consumption good. In a steady-state equilibrium the technique employed
will maximize the real wage W / P , or minimize P,/ W , the price of final
output in terms of the single primary factor, labor. Thus in figure C7.la
and b, technique a will be used for 0 5 r < rl and r2 < r 5 r*, while
technique b will be used for rl < r < r2. Both techniques are viable and
may coexist at the switch points rl and r2.
The crucial observation is that all physical quantities, for example, the
stocks of capital goods and the output of the final consumption good,
depend only on the technique employed. Thus, suppose we define any
indexes of “capital” for techniques a and b, say Ka and K b , that depend
only upon the technique employed. Clearly the existence of reswitching
makes it obvious that the techniques cannot be ordered in terms of such
indexes and the steady-state profit rate because, when there is reswitching, at least one technique in employed for two disjoint intervals of the
profit rate.
That physical quantities depend only on the technique employed is
illustrated in figure C7.1b where equilibrium consumption is plotted for
alternative steady-state profit rates. Note that C = C” when technique a
is employed (0 5 r < rl and r2 < r r* ) , while C = Ca when technique b is employed ( r l < r < r 2 ) .If the technology consists of smooth
neoclassical production functions, figure C7.1 b is replaced by figure C7.2.
Although reswitching is precluded in these circumstances,l paradoxid
consumption behavior may still exist; that is, steady-state consumption
Edwin Burmeister is Commonwealth Professor of Economics at the University
of Virginia.
Research support from the Center for Advanced Studies at the University of
Virginia and the National Science Foundation is acknowledged with thanks. I
am also grateful to John Whitaker for helpful comments.
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Fig. C7.1

may rise with the profit rate, as illustrated in figure C7.2. Thus there
cannot exist a well-behaved neoclassical production function (across
steady states),
C =F(K,L),

where C is consumption, L is the fixed labor supply, and K is some index
of capital that always falls with an increase in the steady-state profit rate.
Brown refers to my own result that such an aggregate production function can be defined if, and only if,
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8 p cdk,x < 0 for all feasible r,

i=1

where pi is the price of the ith capital good in terms of any numeraire
and ki is the capital-labor ratio for capital of type i, i = 1, . . . ,n.2
I agree fully with Brown’s stated conclusion that “the neoclassical
parable and its implications are generally untenable” (p. 15). Freak
cases such as Samuelson’s surrogate production function example are of
little comfort.
In section 7.4 Brown reviews capital aggregation theorems that work
because the form of the production function is restricted. The original
Leontief ( 1947) theorem concerns

e =F(L,K,,Kz);
if

then there exists an aggregate production function

Q =F(L,K),
where “aggregate capital” is given by some function
K = G(K1,KB).
Brown then discusses additional problems that arise when there are
more than two groups of inputs, and he summarizes the results due to
Strotz (1959) and Gorman (1959),as well as the application of the
duality between cost and production functions stemming from Shephard‘s
work (1953).He concludes with two objections to this approach.
1. Price and quantity indexes are constructed assuming perfect competition in factor markets, and in many instances this assumption is
obviously false.
2. The basic micro data required for the construction of capital indexes, even when they conceptually exist, generally are unobserved. I
should like to add a third problem.
3. Suppose K 1 and K 2 are two physically different types of capital
goods. Using the production function for industry 1, F1, we construct an
index for “capital” in that industry, say G 1 ( K 1 1 , K 2 1But,
) . using a different production function for industry 2, having the same physical inputs, in general we have a different index G 2 ( K 1 z , K 2 z Thus
).
even if we
E points for which the quantities of the physical inputs are the
consider d
same in both industries and KI1
= K12,K B 1= Kz2,in general G1# XG2
for any scalar X > 0. This means that an aggregate production function
for the whole economy need not exist, even when sectoral capital aggregation is possible.
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The problem of intersectoral aggregation-the basis for my last objection-has been studied in a series of papers by Frank Fisher (1965,
1968a, b, 1969). We now have n industry production functions
Qj = F j ( L j , K j ) , j = 1, . . . , n,

and ask when we can find an aggregate production function
n

Q = j=1
2

Qj

=F(L,K),

where

. . . ,Ln),
K z K ( K 1 , . . . ,Kn).
L = L(L1,

Essentially the Fisher sufficient condition is that, when labor is optimally
allocated, every production function must differ only by the degree of
capital augmentation or, as Brown states, “For example, sound amplification equipment in a classroom is considered to be three times the
number of desks in the same classroom.” I agree with the negative
feelings expressed by both Fisher and Brown for progress along this
line.
The Gorman (1953) aggregation conditions require that all firms
have homothetic production functions with parallel expansion paths
through the origin, in which case we may express
Qj = Fj(Lj,Klj,. . . , K , j ) ,

j

= 1, . . . , IZ,

in the aggregate form

where
il

L=

8 L j
j=1

and

If in adition the production functions Fj( exhibit constant returns to
scale, then by renumbering the isoquants the production functions may
be made identical; that is, outputs are identical except for the units in
which they are measured. Brown proceeds to show how such unrealistic
conditions are often assumed implicitly when one uses a price index for
capital goods as a deflator to measure “real capital” in an industry.
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The Houthakker (1955-56) approach discussed in section 7.8, although ingenious, seems to me of little relevance for the primary issue at
hand. Its usefulness is limited to the intersectoral aggregation of production functions with two factor inputs, and even then there are formidable
estimation difficulties stated by Brown.
All the aggregation procedures discussed so far rely on functional
form restrictions. Alternatively, the Hicks ( 1946) composite commodity
theorem allows aggregation of heterogeneous commodities if their relative prices remain constant for the problem under consideration. The
relevant question is then which hypothetical alternatives are to be
investigated.
The Hicks theorem is the basis for the Brown and Chang (1976) general equilibrium aggregation results. This model requires the following
assumptions:
1 . There is no joint production.
2. The rate of profit r is exogenous; for example, r may be determined exogenously by the rate of time preference or by fiscal and
monetary policy (section 7.10).
3. There is no technological change.
4. Steady-state equilibrium always prevails so that we may express
capital net rentals rates as

4i = P d
rather than the more general form
qi

= pd - p ,

that allows for capital gains and losses.
5 . There is perfect competition in factor markets (section 7.10).

I fear that any one of these five reasons is sufficient to reject the
model as empirically unrealistic; but suppose we accept it. For such a
model Marxians know that relative prices are constant if, and only if,
there is “equal organic composition of capital” and the “cost of labor/
value of capital” ratio is the same function of r for every industry:
WL.
1
n
- +(r), j = 1 , .

2 P&j

..

i-1

This condition, of course, leads to a labor theory of value in which relative prices reflect the ratio of totaE embodied labor; that is,

where the vector of total embodied labor is given by
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2 = (II,

,,

. ,In)

= [Pl(O),

P
W

= -( r = 0 ) = p ( 0 )
,Pn(O)l.

* *

It is also a theorem that such a labor theory of value is valid if, and
only if, prices are a markup on unit labor costs:

where
aLi(r)

= Lt
-,
Qi

. = 1, . . . ,n,

1

and where a ( r ) is the same markup function for all industries. As
Brown and Chang state the result,

W L , ULi
labor’s relative share = ___ - PiQi - Pi
= the same function of r alone
.
I

i = 1,. . * , n .

I am afraid few econometricians would be willing to assume such
stringent conditions. The Marxian case of equal organic composition is
precisely that freak situation in which capital theoretic problems due
to heterogeneity do not arise!3
Moreover, the condition that labor’s relative share be the same function of r for every industry surely imposes some restrictions on the production functions. For example, it is certainly sufficient that

Qj z Fj(Lj,Kjj, . . . , Knj) =
LjP[@(Klj,.. . ,Knj)l1-P, j = 1,. . . ,n,
where 0 < p = constant < 1 and @(*) is concave and homogeneous
of degree one. In this case, of course,
1
labor’s relative share = -z

4r)

p,

j=

1,..., n.

In general, when p may vary with r, one wonders what necessary
functional form restrictions are implied by the Brown-Chang-Marx condition and how these restrictions relate to those of Solow, Gorman,
Fisher, and others.
In section 7.11 Brown makes the important distinction between
nominalistic and structural aggregation. He points out the paradox that
nominalistic aggregation based upon the observed constancy of relative
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prices is usually a prerequisite for determining whether the underlying
functional forms themselves allow aggregation. There is an “uncertainty
principle” at work.
To estimate functional forms directly, we would require unavailable
microeconomic data. Thus, as a practical necessity, nominalistic aggregation is required to estimate a set of production functions and to
ask whether they satisfy any known sufficient conditions allowing additional aggregation. But, even if we discover that the answer is yes, we
can never be certain that this affirmative conclusion is true in general
because the conditions that permitted nominalistic aggregation in the
first place may not remain valid over time. Moreover, the Hicks composite commodity approach yields an aggregate function that is related
in a very complex way to the underlying micro functions; there might be
an identification problem whereby certain specific restrictions on the
micro functions cannot be tested using the aggregate function.
I do not think we should be too apologetic about this result. After
all, economists are confronted with an impossible task when they are
asked to estimate production functions without all the microeconomic
input data! It is progress to recognize logical impossibilities, even when
they are distressing.
It is difficult to find an optimistic note on which to close. My conclusion is that, given the current state of the art, the real-world facts
contradict every set of conditions that would allow for theoretically
rigorous capital aggregation. So where do we go from here? Three avenues of research remain relativeIy unexplored:
1 . Further analysis of thc Fisher type of Monte Carlo experiments
may at least help us to understand more precisely the reasons why an
aggregate production function sometimes “works,” at least for tracking
wages and, to a lesser degree, output. Although research in this direction is probably tedious, presumably some approximation theorems
can be proved that would indicate error bounds on aggregate production
function predictions for certain specified microeconomic structures.
2. Statistical cases can be made for aggregation in some instances,
as Brown discusses in section 7.12, and perhaps further research in
this direction will yield fruitful results.
3. Derivation of production functions from underlying engineering
data remains an unexplored area, although it is unclear whether such
derivations will yield results that permit aggregation of heterogeneous
inputs.
I am not very optimistic about success along any of these roads; one
must ponder what to do if we are dissatisfied with the theoretical foundations of current econometric work. I have one revolutionary suggestion:
Perhaps for the purpose of answering many macroeconomic questionsparticularly about inflation and unemployment-we should disregard
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the concept of a production function at the microeconomic level. The
economist who succeeds in finding a suitable replacement will be a
prime candidate for a future Nobel prize.
Finally, I turn to an additional difficulty that precludes aggregation
of many multisector models into a dynamic one-sector Solow-Swan
model. First, consider a dynamic multisector model in which prices are
predicted with perfect short-run foresight; that is, E(ji/pi) = Fii/pi for
all commodities. The work by Hahn (1966), Samuelson (1967, 1972a),
Kuga (1977), myself,* and others shows that the rest point or steadystate equilibrium for such a model is not stable, but rather it is a saddle
point in the space of capital-labor ratios and relative prices. Thus any
aggregation procedure that gives rise to a dynamically stable evolution
for an index of the capital-labor ratio incorrectly reflects the inherent
instability of the underlying microeconomic model5
Second, suppose we follow the Burmeister and Graham (1974, 1975)
adaptive type of price expectations mechanism. Then stability is possible, but so far we know of only very stringent sufficient stability conditions; for example, the inverse of the input coefficient matrix must have
a negative diagonal and positive off-diagonal elements at all feasible
factor price ratios.6 In addition to the restrictions imposed by aggregation, we now must assume that some such stability conditions hold, for
the microeconomic data required to test for stability conditions are
unavailable.
This is an especially unhappy state of affairs because it is completely
unrealistic to assume that our observed data always are generated by
steady-state equilibria. We must look at dynamic microeconomic structure; if aggregation to a stable one-sector model is possible, it is probably necessary that unstable microeconomic components of an aggregate
index would cancel out to yield dynamic stability of the index.
I conjecture that something close to the converse also is true. That
is, if a multisector model admits aggregation to a stable one-sector
model without assuming that the economy is always in steady-state
equilibrium, then most likely the underlying microeconomic model is
stable.
In closing I note that, if this conjecture is correct, then there is a
serious conceptual difficulty. The problem is not merely aggregation,
but the fact that we do not yet have any satisfactory theoretical justifications for supposing stability of disaggregated dynamic models with
heterogeneous capital goods.

Notes
1. See Burmeister and Dobell (1970, theorem 5, p. 279).
2. See Burmeister (1977). Also see Burmeister and Dobell (1970, pp. 282-94),
Burrneister and Turnovsky (1972), 'Burmeister (1974), Brock and Burmeister
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(1976), and Burmeister (1976, 1979). The work of Burmeister and Hammond
(1977) proves that points for which the expression

is positive are dynamically unstable rest points if the economy follows a m a -m in
rule.
3. These results about “equal organic composition of capital” are stated and
proved in Burmeister (1979). The so-called transformation problem between
Marxian values and competitive prices arises because “equal organic composition
of capital” is a freak case; see, for example, Samuelson (1972b, c).
4. See Burmeister and Dobell (1970, pp. 297-306), Burmeister and Graham
(1974, 1975), Brock and Burmeister (1976), and Burmeister et al. (1973).
5. Preliminary computer simulations suggest that divergence away from steadystate equilibrium may be quite rapid; see Burmeister et al. (1973).
6. Stability of a heterogeneous capital good model with technological change is
another formidable problem, except in the special case when there is laboraugmenting technical progress at the same rate in every sector.
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